VPM's Dr. V.N. Bedekar – Technology Business Incubation Centre (STUDENT LAUNCH PAD)

The centre addresses a vision of establishing an Innovation cum Technology Incubation Centre at VPM’s Polytechnic, Thane. It is developed on the basis of the technological developments, available human resource of aspiring engineering students and the industry trends.

The Centre will be facilitated by the VPM’s Group of Institutions with an Advisory Board of eminent and experienced Industrialists, Academicians and Mentors.

Purpose:

The mission of the Dr. V. N. Bedekar Maker’s Lab - Technology Business Incubation centre is to encourage and support establishment & growth of technology based Start-ups. The centre shall contribute to job creation, improve employability, provide internships to students, and develop solutions to the problems of the society.

Description:

The Centre will provide an ecosystem to Start-ups of enterprising Professionals and Alumni. The Centre will provide working space at flexible lease, common office, Maker’s Laboratory facilities, business guidance, mentoring and other technological resources (Library etc…)

About Vidya Prasarak Mandal (VPM)

Vidyaprasarak Mandal is a 85 year old Charitable Education Trust committed to Quality Education. It runs Marathi and English medium schools, Arts Science and Commerce colleges, Law College, Management institute, Engineering Degree & Diploma Colleges, Advanced Study Centre, Information Technology Centre and Foreign Language Centre.

Objectives:

1. To create jobs and business aligning with national priories.
2. To promote new Technology/ Knowledge/ Innovation triggered Start-ups.
3. To provide a platform for commercialization of technologies developed by the host institution or by any academic/ technical / R & D institution or by an individual
4. To build a Vibrant Startup Ecosystem by establishing a network between academic, financial institutions and industries.
5. To provide cost-effective, value added services to Start-ups like mentoring, legal, technical, Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) related services.

Contact Us: vpmpoly@vpmthane.org
Phone: 022-25364494
Address:"jnanadweepa”
Building 1, Thane College Campus,
Chendani Bunder Road, Thane West-400601

Dr D.K. Nayak Prof. T.V. Mohite Patil Mrs Radhika Kamath Dr Usha Raghavan
Principal In-Charge TIC Start up coordinator IIC, President
V.P.M.’s Polytechnic, Thane
Is Proud to Announce Establishment of
Vidya Prasarak Mandal’s
Dr. V. N. BEDEKAR - TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATION CENTRE
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Walk in with innovative technological ideas
Walk out as Passionate Entrepreneur

Under the aegis of MHRD’s Institute Innovation Council

Contact: IT Centre
022-25339866, 9619651156